Lack of general learning ability factor in a rat test battery measuring a wide spectrum of cognitive domains
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Objective: In the framework of a larger project aiming to test putative cognitive enhancer drugs in a system with improved translational validity, we established a rodent test battery, where different, clinically relevant cognitive domains were investigated in the same animal population. The aim of the current study was to check whether performances in the different tasks representing different cognitive functions are assay-specific or may originate in an underlying general learning ability factor. Methods: In the experiments 36 Long-Evans and 36 Lister Hooded rats were used. The test battery covered the following cognitive domains: attention and impulsivity (measured in the 5-choice serial reaction time task), spatial memory (Morris water-maze), social cognition (cooperation task), cognitive flexibility (attentional set shifting test), recognition memory (novel object recognition) and episodic memory (water-maze based assay). The outcome variables were analyzed by correlation analysis and principal component analysis (PCA). The datasets consisted of variables measuring learning speed and performance in the paradigms. From the raw variables composite variables were created for each assay, then from these variables a composite score was calculated describing the overall performance of each individual in the test battery. Results: Correlations were only found among the raw variables characterizing the same assay but not among variables belonging to different tests or among the composite variables. The PCAs did not reduce the dimensionality of the raw or composite datasets. Graphical analysis showed variable performance of the animals in the applied tests. Conclusions: The results suggest the assay outcomes (learning performance) in the system are based on independent cognitive domains.
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1. Introduction

Diseases of the brain pose the greatest health care challenge of the near future [1]. Cognitive disorders make up a large part of the symptomatology, but their treatment is insufficient and the efficacy of the few available cognitive enhancer drugs is low. The high unmet medical need has continuously stimulated the development of novel drugs, however, in the last 18 years none of them passed the clinical trials, in most cases because of lack of efficacy. This failure suggests that the preclinical behavioral cognitive assays applied in drug development have low predictive value [2–5].

As different cognitive domains are impaired to a different extent in different cognitive disorders [6], a test battery, which intends to predict clinical efficacy, should preferably be composed of assays representing the vulnerable cognitive capabilities. With the aim to establish a rodent cognitive test battery with improved predictive power we constructed an assay system covering a wide spectrum of clinically relevant cognitive domains (see below). To mimic further the human circumstances, namely, the cognitive life experience of the subjects, the various learning tasks are taught to the same cohort of rats thereby a population with “widespread knowledge” is created. This population may then be transformed to various “patient populations” by applying distinct impairing methods and putative cognitive enhancers can subsequently be tested in these different “patient populations” [3].

In this paper we report studies with two cohorts of rats, one of the Long-Evans the other of the Lister hooded strain. We chose these strains as pigmented rats are known for their superior learning performance over white rats [7, 8]. The cognitive domains in focus were modelled with the following assays: attention and impulsivity were tested in the 5-choice serial reaction time task (5-CSRTT) [9], rule learning and mental flexibility in the attentional set shifting task (ASST) [10], recognition memory in the novel object recognition test (NOR) [11] and spatial memory in the Morris water-maze test (MWM) [12]. To assess social cognition, particularly, cooperative task solving abilities, a novel cooperation task (COOP) was introduced [13]. Procedural learning and motor skills were tested in the in-house established pot jumping test (PJT) [14]. We also set up an episodic memory test (EPIISM) by modifying the standard Morris water-maze procedure [15]. Beside the cognitive tasks, anxiety level of the animals was assessed in the elevated plus-maze (EPM) test [16].

Investigating the learning capabilities of the animals in our population with “widespread knowledge” raised the ques-
Fig. 1. Timing of the behavioral assays. Filled symbols indicate tests with long training duration (PJT test was run lifelong), while unfilled symbols indicate short duration tests. Numbers of animals are indicated above the symbols if not all of the rats in the same strain were tested at the same time. Upper panel Lister Hooded (LH), lower panel Long-Evans (LE) rats. (ASST, attentional set shifting task; COOP, cooperation task; 5-CSRTT, 5-choice serial reaction time task; EPISM, episodic memory test; EPM, elevated plus-maze; MWM, Morris water-maze test; NOR, novel object recognition test; PJT, pot jumping test. SD dec/ITI inc indicates the two daily sessions, when task difficulty was increased by reducing stimulus duration (SD) or increasing inter-trial interval (ITI) (for details see chapter ‘Behavioral assays’). After LE rats completed 5CSRTT training at the age of 4 months, they regularly participated in the test until the age of 6 months.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Animals

In the experiments two outbred strains were used: 36 male Lister Hooded [Charles River, Italy] (LH) and 36 male Long-Evans [Janvier, France] (LE) rats. Animals were housed in groups of three in plastic cages (of $38 \times 23 \times 18$ cm$^3$ after arrival, and $43 \times 32 \times 21$ cm$^3$ later, when their body size required a larger cage) with wire grid top in a light controlled, sound attenuated room (reversed 12-h light/dark cycle, light on at 16:00 h). For environmental enrichment aspen bricks and cardboard tubes were placed in the cages. Daily food intake was limited to 40–45 g commercial pellet rat feed (ssniff R/M+H produced by Spezialdiäten GmbH (Soest, Germany) per cage. Animals were fed at the end of the active phase, 1–3 hours following the daily training. This feeding regime resulted in 85% (LE) and 90% (LH) body weight compared to ad libitum fed animals. The restricted food intake made the rats motivated to work for the reward (45 mg purified dustless precision pellets, Bio-Serv, Flemington, NJ, USA) in the behavioral tasks. Access to tap water was ad libitum. Rats were intensively handled before and during their behavioral testing. Housing and all procedures carried out on animals were authorized by the regional animal health authority in Hungary (resolution number PEI/001/3572-4/2014) and conformed to the Hungarian welfare legislation, ARRIVE guidelines and the EU 63/2010 Directive.
2.2 Experimental design

Behavioral assays were conducted between the age of 1–23 and 2–19 months of LE and LH rats, respectively (Fig. 1). For logistical reasons, in some of the assays not all the animals were trained at the same period of their life-span.

2.3 Behavioral assays

2.3.1 The 5-choice serial reaction time task paradigm (5-CSRTT)

The operant chamber (TSE, Germany) was equipped with five nose-poke modules. Animals were trained to nose-poke into a randomly chosen hole marked for 1 s. In half of the animals, the ‘classical’ 5CSRTT paradigm was applied [9], where turning on the stimulus light served as a signal. For the rest of the population, a novel 5CSRTT method was used. In the latter case all the nose-poke modules were illuminated, and the signal was turning off the stimulus light. This arrangement originally aimed at testing the assumption that the detection of the ‘off’ signal is more difficult, therefore the attentional load is higher compared to the ‘classical’ 5CSRTT version. However, as it only took two days more to the animals to acquire the “off” version of the task [27], and afterwards the two groups showed similar performance, data of the two groups were pooled for the analyses.

In both paradigms, correct responses were rewarded with a pellet delivered into the magazine. Nose-poke into the magazine initiated the next trial. The animal made an incorrect response if nose-poked into one of the non-signaled holes, a premature response, if nose-poked into any of the holes during the 5 sec long inter-trial interval, and an omission, if it did not respond to the stimulus. Incorrect and premature responses as well as omissions were punished with a 5 sec time-out period (house light off). Duration of a daily test session was 20 min. Proportion of correct responses and number of premature responses were regarded as measures of attention and impulsivity, respectively [9]. Rats were trained for the task in stages with gradually increasing difficulty. For the detailed training procedure see Supplementary materials.

When rats completed the training, task difficulty was increased in two ways. In one session, stimulus duration was decreased to 250 ms, while in another session, inter-trial interval was increased to 8 s. The first modification increases the attentional load of the task, while the second induces impulsive responses [9].

2.3.2 Cooperation task in the Skinner box (COOP)

The assay is described in detail in Kozma et al. [13]. Two rats were placed in the same Skinner box (MedAssociates, USA). The opposite walls of the chamber were equipped with one nose-poke module and one magazine for each. In order to obtain food reward, animals had to perform simultaneous nose-pokes after a stimulus light was turned on in both modules. The nose-pokes at the opposite sides were regarded as simultaneous, if the delay between them did not exceed 1 s. Non-simultaneous responses or repeated nose-pokes to the same module were punished with 5 s time-out. Rats were trained for the task in stages with gradually decreasing intervals allowed for the “simultaneous” nose-pokes from 10 s (5 s in case of LH) to 1 s. The training was carried out in three pairings. First, two cage-mates were trained, which were unfamiliar with the task (naïve-naïve, A+B). After that, the third animal - naïve to the task - formed a pair with one of its experienced cage-mates (naïve-experienced, C+B). Finally, the last remaining combination of the cage-mates worked together. Animals in these pairs (experienced-experienced, A+C) had previously been trained for the task with one of their cage-mates. In case of LE, not all of the pairs were recruited from the same cage because some animals could not complete the training, died, or were aggressive with their pair (for details see Supplementary materials, section ‘Handling of missing data’).

2.3.3 Attentional set shifting task (ASST)

We applied a modified version of the task originally described by Birrell and Brown [10]. The experiment was conducted in a custom made 62 × 54 cm2 box with 30 cm high walls. The box was divided by inner walls to a start area, a choice area and two reward areas. A rat was placed into the start area. The experimenter opened the door of the start area to allow the rat to enter the choice area. At the back wall of the choice area two openings led to the reward areas. The task of the rat was to find the correct entrance leading to that reward area where a pellet was hidden under sizzle nest material in a terra-cotta flowerpot. Three types of stimuli were used for signaling the correct entrance: odor cue placed above the entrances, floor texture at the step of the doors and color cues also placed at the top of the doors. Rats had to complete several learning stages. On a training day rats had 12 trials in the same training stage. Within a daily session, consecutive correct choices were progressively rewarded: after the 1st, 2nd and 3rd correct choices rats could obtain 1 pellet, in the 4th and 5th successful trials 2 pellets, and from the 6th successful trial on 3 pellets. If a rat made an incorrect choice, the number of rewards was reset to 1 in the next trial. If a rat obtained 17 rewards in a daily session 3 times within a 4-day long time bin, it could advance to the next training stage. For detailed description of the stages see Supplementary materials.

2.3.4 Morris water-maze test (MWM)

The task is based on the method described by Morris [12]. The task of the animals was to find a hidden 10 cm diameter platform in a 190 cm diameter, 60 cm deep circular tank filled with 39 cm water (23 ± 1 °C). The platform was placed 0.5 cm under the water surface, in the south-east quadrant, at about 40 cm distance from the side wall of the pool. Extra-maze cues were placed on the wall of the experimental room, in order to facilitate the orientation during swimming. Animals were trained on four consecutive days in three daily trials with 30 min inter-trial intervals. They were placed into the water at the north, east, south or west edge of the pool in systemic rotation and were given 180
with food pellets. In this case they were not rewarded to correct their wrong choice by swimming to the platform in the incorrect half of the maze, they were allowed rewarded with three pellets. When rats searched for the platform in the incorrect half of the maze, they were allowed to correct their wrong choice by swimming to the platform through the opening. In this case they were not rewarded with food pellets.

2.3.5 Episodic memory in Morris water-maze (EPISM)

In the modified Morris water-maze navigation task, rats had to find the hidden platform by taking into account the actual time of the day [15]. The platform was placed into the north-west target zone at 6:00 AM (‘morning’) and into the south-west part of the maze at 2:00 PM (‘evening’). A separation board (height 60 cm) was inserted along the east-west diameter of the pool. Each animal was released at the ‘east’ starting point, where a 20 cm wide opening in the separation board provided transit between the two halves of the pool. Two trials were performed in each ‘morning’ and ‘evening’ session: a ‘query’ trial (trial 1) and a ‘confirmatory’ trial (trial 2), 30 min apart. Swimming directly to the target was rewarded with three pellets. When rats searched for the platform in the incorrect half of the maze, they were allowed to correct their wrong choice by swimming to the platform through the opening. In this case they were not rewarded with food pellets.

2.3.6 Novel object recognition test (NOR)

The task is based on the method described by Ennaceur and Delacour [11]. The test was performed in a 48 × 48 × 42 cm³ test box, where behavior of animals was observed through a video camera system. Before the test, rats had been habituated to the test box for 3 min. On the next day the acquisition trial was conducted, where two identical objects were placed into the box. Rats were allowed to investigate them for 3 min. 80 min later, in the retention trial, one of the familiar objects and a novel object were placed into the box. Similarly to the acquisition trial, animals were allowed to explore the objects for 3 min. Time spent with exploring the objects was recorded. Animals which explored the objects for less than 10 s in any of the trials were excluded from the experiment.

2.3.7 Pot jumping test (PJTT)

The test was designed according to Ernyey et al. [14] and was intended to follow motor learning abilities of the rats. The experiment was conducted in the MWM tank, where 12 flower pots (16 cm high and 10 cm wide at the bottom) were placed upside down forming a circle. Distance between the adjacent pots gradually increased from 18 cm to 46 cm. The tank was filled with 6 cm deep cold water to restrain rats climbing off the pots. During training, animals were placed onto the start pot, which was within the shortest distance from the next pot. They could freely move on the pots for 3 min and their behavior was observed and recorded with a video camera system. Trainings were repeated at least once in a month and the distance covered by the animals was recorded.

2.3.8 Elevated plus-maze (EPM)

The experiment was carried out in a custom made elevated plus maze according to Pellow et al. [16]. The maze consisted of two 50 × 15 cm² closed arms bordered with 40 cm high walls, and two open arms of the same size without border walls. The maze was 50 cm above the floor of the experiment room. Animals were placed into the center and they could freely move in the maze for 5 min. Their behavior was observed through a video camera system. Time spent in the open and closed arms and arm entries were recorded.

2.4 Statistical evaluation

Data were analyzed in three steps with condensing the information content of the variables. In most of the assays, performance was measured by multiple raw variables. First, these data were subjected to correlation analysis and principal component analysis (PCA). At the second step, a composite variable was created from the raw variables for each assay and these composite variables were analyzed in a similar way. Finally, a composite score was calculated from the composite variables for each individual, which characterized the overall performance in the test battery. It was expected, that this information compressing procedure increases the chance to detect correlations among the performances in the different cognitive domains. Correlation analyses and principal component analyses were performed by the Statistica software (version 13.5.0.17, TIBCO Software Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA).

2.4.1 The selected raw variables

Two distinct types of variables were used to describe skillfulness of animals in the behavioral assays. One group of variables measured the speed of acquiring the paradigm, the other group of parameters characterized the final performance level of the animals in the task after they completed the training (see their list in Table 1). Raw data were analyzed with correlation and principal component analysis (for details see next section).

In case of 5-CSRTT data, variables characterizing the learning speed were calculated from the training stages. Each stage represented a learning level, which was expressed in percentage of the final stage. Learning speed was described by the number of training days required to complete half (50%) of the stages and to complete the highest stage (100%). A third learning speed parameter was the training stage of an animal reached at the time when the mean learning stage of the particular strain best approximated the 50% stage of the training (i.e., at the inflection point of the sigmoid learning curve). The parameters describing performance were: (1) the mean number of rewards collected in the basic paradigm with 1 s stimulus duration (average of the last two days preceding the days of challenges stimulus duration decrease and inter-trial interval increase), (2) the decrease in the proportion of correct responses induced by the reduction of stimulus duration and (3) the increase in the proportion of premature responses induced by the increase of the inter-trial interval (Table 1).
The training days required to complete compound discrimination and the final performance level score were used as learning parameters (Table 1).

In the MWM, all of the animals learned the position of the platform by the last experimental day. Their escape latencies were low and homogenous (Mean ± SEM LE: 14.9 ± 3.1 s LH: 9.6 ± 1.4 s). Therefore, in case of this test, performance parameters were not used. For describing learning speed, latencies on the first three training days were included in the analysis (Table 1).

In analysis of EPISM data, mean of the first trial escape latencies in the first four training sessions and mean of the second trial escape latencies in the first four training sessions were used as learning speed parameters. In this period, when animals were learning the platform locations, steeper decrease in the escape latencies (i.e., faster learning) resulted in lower average value. In the last four sessions, animals demonstrated stabilized performance, their escape latencies reflected the efficacy of mastering the task. Therefore, means of the first and second trial escape latencies in the last four sessions were used as performance parameters (Table 1).

In NOR test, discrimination index was calculated from the exploration times of novel and familiar objects in the retention trial by the following formula:

$$\left[\frac{(t_{novel} - t_{familiar})}{(t_{novel} + t_{familiar})}\right] \times 100$$
Discrimination index is a measure of recognition memory in the test (Table 1). Beside this parameter, total time spent on investigating the objects in the first and second trial were included in the analysis as parameters describing exploratory behavior (Table 2).

### Table 2. List and codes of raw variables measuring anxiety and exploration, and results of the two rat strains (non-standardized raw data).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>LE mean ± SD</th>
<th>LH mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>Expl.T1</td>
<td>exploration time (s) in trial 1</td>
<td>43.1 ± 13.4</td>
<td>38.7 ± 11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expl.T2</td>
<td>exploration time (s) in trial 2</td>
<td>43.1 ± 15.7</td>
<td>41.4 ± 17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PJT</td>
<td>Id</td>
<td>longest distance jumped (cm)</td>
<td>32.3 ± 4.5</td>
<td>34.6 ± 6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPM</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>number of total entries</td>
<td>21.5 ± 4.9</td>
<td>17.6 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case of the PJT test, the longest distance jumped over between two pots during the entire training period (personal best performance) was included in the dataset (Table 2). This parameter measures skillfulness and exploratory inclination.

From EPM data, the sum of closed and open arm entries and time spent in the open arm were involved in the analysis as variables of exploratory behavior (Table 2).

Handling of missing data is described in Supplementary materials (number of missing data were as follows:

### 2.4.2 Analysis of raw variables

Datasets of the two rat strains were analyzed separately. In the raw datasets, data were standardized by variance to make variables measured on different scale comparable.

This was followed by a correlation analysis where Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated. To reduce false discovery rate and to keep the 5% significance limit, sequential Bonferroni adjustment was applied [28].

Datasets were also analyzed with PCA in which the number of significant components in the model was determined by v-fold cross validation method [29]. As the PCA models could explain only a minor portion of the entire variance, a threshold value was introduced for the interpretation of PCA results. A variable was considered relevant along a component, if its loading was higher than 0.6 or lower than −0.6 (i.e., when it was in at least 0.6 units distance from the point of intersection along one of the components on the scatter-plot). This way, the weak and therefore irrelevant linkages among variables were excluded.

### 2.4.3 Calculation and analysis of composite variables

The outcome of a PCA is more robust with higher subject to variable ratio [30]. To achieve this state we reduced the number of variables—while preserving the information stored in the raw data — by creating composite variable was calculated for each test by summing up the values of the raw variables according to their valence in describing the effectiveness in the particular test (e.g., in case of 5-CSRTT composite variable, learning performance level reached at completion of the training was entered with a plus sign, while learning time until reaching half of the training stages was entered with a minus sign). Furthermore, an additional composite variable describing exploratory inclination (EXPL) was created by summing the longest distance reached in pot jumping, open time and total entries registered on the EPM and exploration time in trial one and two in the NOR test. In case of the NOR test, discrimination index was used as a single variable describing cognitive performance. After the calculations, data in the composite variable datasets were again standardized by variance.

The analysis of composite variables was identical to the analysis of raw variables (correlation analysis, PCA).

#### 2.4.4 Calculation and analysis of composite score

To characterize the overall performance of an animal with a single number, a composite score was calculated for each individual by summing the values of the composite variables and NOR discrimination index.

Distribution of composite scores was investigated with histograms and normal probability plots. Mean and 95% confidence interval was calculated for the strains. To examine, whether the composite score reflects a general success in all tests (i.e., whether animals with low composite score have low success in all tests and vice versa), animals were ranked according to their composite scores, and their composite variable values that describe their success in certain tests were plotted on a heat map.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1 Relation of the raw data variables

The mean and standard deviation of all unstandardized raw variables are shown in Tables 1, 2. In LH rats, correlations were found only between those variables that belonged to the same behavioral task. Similar pattern can be observed in LE rats, but in this dataset significant correlation was detected between the number of rewards collected in the cooperation task and time spent in the open arm in the EPM test ($r = 0.49$) (Fig. 2).

In the 5-CSRTT assay, significant correlations were detected among variables describing learning speed. In LE rats, training stage reached when mean learning stage of the strain best approximated 50% correlated with the number of training days required to complete the half and the entire training ($r = −0.87$ and $−0.47$, respectively). Training days required to complete the half and the entire training also correlated ($r = 0.58$). In LH rats only these two variables displayed correlation ($r = 0.99$). In the latter strain rewards collected in the basic paradigm and decrease in the number of rewards due to the reduction of stimulus duration also correlated ($r = 0.52$).
Fig. 2. Results of correlation analysis in Long-Evans (right top) and Lister Hooded rats (left bottom). Rows and columns represent variables of the raw datasets; cells correspond to correlations. Areas bordered with black line indicate correlations between variables from the same behavioral task. Significant correlations ($p < 0.05$) are marked with gray, darkness of the cells represents the strength of correlation according to the scale in the right upper corner. For detailed correlation matrices see Supplementary Fig. 1.

In the ASST, both parameters correlated in both strains (LE: $r = -0.83$, LH: $r = -0.86$).

Correlation patterns in the cooperation paradigm were also similar in the strains. All learning speed parameters correlated in both species. Training days required to complete the half and all of the training stages positively correlated (LE: $r = 0.85$, LH: $0.53$), while the stage reached when the population mean best approximated 50% negatively correlated with these variables (days required to complete half of the training: $r = -0.88$ and $-0.84$, days required to complete the entire training: $r = -0.84$ and $-0.64$ in LE and LH respectively). The two variables measuring performance, number of rewards obtained and proportion of successful trials, also showed a strong correlation (LE: $r = 0.99$, LH: $r = 0.98$). In LE strain days required to complete the training negatively correlated with the performance describing variables ($r = -0.55$ in both cases).

Among the variables composing the exploration variable, only one significant correlation was detected between the two EPM variables in LE rats ($r = 0.51$).

Escape latencies on the first and second day of Morris water-maze training significantly correlated in both strains (LE: $r = 0.57$, LH: $r = 0.51$).

In the episodic memory task, significant correlation was found only between trial latencies of the first part of the training in LE rats ($r = 0.71$).

In case of both strains, PCA did not effectively reduce the number of dimensions. According to the cross validation procedure, only the first components were significantly relevant in the model. The first two components explained only 30% and 25% of the total variance in LE and LH rats, respectively. Variables were represented by low power values in both species (Fig. 3A,B) and few of them were considered as relevant in the PCAs. In both strains, variables of the COOP test showed high loads along the first component: training days required to complete the half or entire training located in opposite direction with the stage reached when the entire population reached the half of the training and with the two performance parameters (proportion of successful trials and number of collected rewards) indicating a negative relationship between learning speed and success in collecting reward (Fig. 3C,D). Along the second component, 5CSR/T learning parameters displayed higher load (time required to complete the half and entire training in LE and LH rats, respectively).
3.2 Relation of composite variables

In LH rats, significant correlation was not detected among the composite variables. In case of LE rats, only one relatively low significant correlation was detected between NOR and EPISM ($r = 0.40$), however by removing one outlier point from the analysis the correlation ceases (for details see Supplementary Figs. 1, 2).

Similarly to the raw variables, only the first component had significant relevance in the PCA in case of both strains. The first two components also explained only a minor portion, 46% and 42% of the total variance for LE and LH rats, respectively. Importance of variables were low in the models, especially in LH rats, where the power exceeded 0.6 only in case of one variable (Fig. 4A,B). In LE rats NOR and EPISM had high loads along the first component, while in the other strain, COOP and EXPL displayed high loads in the same direction along the first component. In contrast, in LE rats COOP showed high load along the second component, while ASST displayed high load along the 2nd component in both strains (Fig. 4).

3.3 Characterization of composite scores

Composite scores had normal distribution in both strains. Variance was higher in LE rats compared to LH rats (Supplementary Fig. 4). In both strains, animals showed variable performance in the different behavioral tests (Fig. 5). Test efficacy was not completely uniform even in case of those individuals that displayed high or low overall performance (Fig. 5).

4. Discussion

Cognitive functions measured in the different tasks are not related

We could not detect a general cognitive factor that consistently determines the performance of animals in different cognitive tasks in any of the tested rat strains. Instead, our data show that individuals have divergent capabilities at different cognitive domains.

In the raw variable datasets, with the exception of a single, modest, hardly interpretable, probably "by-chance" correlation in the LE strain, significant correlations were only detected among variables describing the same paradigm.
Within this subset, the majority of the correlations were observed between learning speed variables; task performance variables correlated much less either with each other or with learning speed variables. PCAs did not reduce the dimensionality of the raw variables, which also indicates that these represent strongly heterogeneous functions. In both strains, variables of COOP showed high loads on the first component, while 5CSRTT learning parameters (5Ch_Td50 and 5Ch_Td100 in LE and LH, respectively) stood out along the second axis. It may simply reflect the fact that these two tests were represented with the highest number of variables, and thus these assays showed the highest number of significant within-test correlations.

Independence of composite variables describing overall performance in a particular test also suggests that the applied behavioral paradigms measure different types of cognitive functions. Like in case of the raw variables, PCAs could not effectively reduce data dimensionality. Along the first component, EPISM and NOR were the prominent variables in LE rats, whereas in LH rats COOP and EXPL had high loads on the first component. Along the second component, ASST showed high loads in both species accompanied by COOP in the LE and NOR in the LH strain. The lack of linear correlations among the variables in both strains, and the low level of variance explained by the PCAs indicate that location of variables in the PCA plot is practically accidental, and this can be the source of the observed strain differences.

The composite score includes all the domains represented by the different tasks, thus it can be assumed that it describes the overall performance of the animals well. The normal distribution of composite scores confirms this assumption, as the two animal groups can be considered as randomly selected populations. Normality was also found in case of another, differently calculated variable describing overall performance in a cognitive test battery in mice [24]. Higher variance in case of LE rats may have resulted from the wider time win-
dow when the tests were performed. Variable performance of high and low scored animals in different assays also indicates that individual success in a behavioral task is rather assay-specific than determined by a general learning ability factor.

The absence of $g$ factor in our study contrasts with the majority of rodent literature. A possible source of the discrepancy may have resulted from the used animal population. Most of the studies where ‘$g$’ was detected were conducted in mice. These studies come from two labs. The Matzel group conducted experiments in CD1 mice [20–24] applying spatial navigation (maze) paradigms as well as aversive conditioning and odor discrimination. They repeatedly found a $g$ factor identified as the first principal component accounting for 30–40% of the total variance and with positive and considerable (0.2–0.8) factor loadings of all the cognitive assays. They got similar results with inbred Balb/C strain, too [25]. Galsworthy et al. [18] studied a heterogeneous stock mouse line in a variety of problem solving and spatial navigation tasks and reported a $g$ factor which accounted for 30% of the variance. However, when additional learning assays were included, $g$ factor only accounted for 18% of the total variance and the factor loadings also became lower [19]. In contrast, Locurto et al. [31] could not identify a $g$ factor satisfying the above conditions (~30% of variance, positive and notable loading of all cognitive variables) in the same strain in a set of spatial and working memory tasks. Much less data are available in the rat. $g$ factor was detected in Long-Evans rats, and it correlated with brain weight [17]. Thorndike [32] also found correlations among performance levels of albino rats in different tasks, although those were stronger among maze learning and problem solving parameters than among conditioned avoidance tasks and maze learning or problem solving. However, $g$ factor was not found in Sprague-Dawley rats tested in a set of maze-learning, detox and discrimination paradigms [33]. Factor analysis in a recent study showed that distinct behavioral abilities and traits, such as spatial cognition, anxiety- and depression-related behavior, motor abilities and activity well separated along different components [34]; however, in this battery only one cognitive test was used. Nevertheless, due to the low number of rat studies, it is not possible to make a meaningful comparative analysis for the species.

Our statistical methodology may have also contributed to detecting a higher level of independence among the performances in different tasks compared to earlier studies. To reduce false discovery rate (which is a basic statistical requirement in case of multiple comparison), in the correlation analysis we corrected the significance level with sequential Bonferroni adjustment according to the number of correlations calculated. This correction of significance levels was not applied (or, at least, not described) in the above cited rodent studies, which may have resulted in detecting a higher number of significant correlations in the datasets than that they contained in reality (see e.g., [35]).

It also has to be taken into account, that the cognitive tasks were executed at different ages of the animals. It is certainly a deficiency of the study but it has to be noted that our basic aim was to create a rat population with widespread knowledge suitable for further experiments with cognitive enhancer drugs [3]. Therefore the study was not specifically designed for detecting a $g$ factor neither for doing a strict head-to-head comparison of the two rat strains. This
age heterogeneity may have decreased the possibility to detect correlations among the variables as cognitive abilities may have changed with aging. However, food restriction increases longevity of rodents \[36, 37\], therefore we assume that age-related cognitive decline may have been less prominent in our rats, than in ad libitum fed animals. In fact, group means of COOP performance parameters show that learning capabilities of the animals were maintained up to 2 years of age. It is of note that there was no meaningful difference in the performance of Long-Evans and Lister Hooded rats, notwithstanding that in some of the assays they were measured at different ages. Furthermore, considering the postulated global nature and trait character of the g factor we assume if a general learning ability factor had existed in any of the two rat populations, it should have been detected independently of the timing of the paradigms.

A more important shortcoming of the study may be that it was only done in males (because of logistic reasons). Including females may have added more variance to the results thus may have increased the chance to detect a g factor.

Another deficiency of our test battery was the lack of working memory tasks. As working memory was reported to correlate with general cognitive abilities \[20\] and working memory training was shown to improve general cognitive performance in mice \[38\], investigating the relation of working memory tasks with the rest of the model set may have provided valuable information.

The apparent independence of the cognitive functions seen in the study could have been better judged if each cognitive domain had not been tested in a single model. Ideally, a domain should be tested at least in two models which differ in their non-cognitive demands (for example, MWM and 8-arm radial maze with external cues when both tests measure allocentric spatial memory). This way, the non-cognitive source of behavioral variance can be discovered \[19\]. Such data can also provide information on the validity of the models (i.e., lack of correlation between models assumed to test the same cognitive domain may indicate that one or both of the models measure something else) as well as on their true independence (i.e., models of the same cognitive domain should correlate with each other whereas lack of correlation should occur between models of unrelated cognitive functions).

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, in the applied test battery a general cognitive ability factor was not detected, and the performance of animals in the different cognitive models were independent from each other. This finding was replicated in two different rat strains. It may have resulted from the assays covered distinct cognitive domains, which had been an aim in designing our test battery. Investigating whether it is possible to selectively impair and improve performance at different cognitive domains will provide information on the validity of this assumption. The results also point out that correlational and principal component analyses may not only be helpful in revealing a g factor but also in controlling the translational validity of an animal test battery intended to predict human efficacy.
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